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Ginger Beef offers several different dining options throughout the city.

Since the mid-1980s, James Leung’s family has been satisfying Calgarians’ hunger for traditional
Chinese food, first with Ginger Beef Peking House at Brentwood Village Mall and now with two
full-service Ginger Beef Bistro House locations in Country Hills and Macleod Trail, five takeout Ginger
Beef Express locations across the city and one food court kiosk downtown. No matter where you get
the hankering for delicious Chinese cuisine, Ginger Beef has got you covered.
Families have been going to Ginger Beef restaurants for generations to explore the impressive menu
and check out what’s new. Leung appreciates the loyalty year after year in the dining room as well as
on the ballot; since 1994, Ginger Beef has been a consistent winner in the Chinese Restaurant
category of the Calgary Herald Readers’ Choice Awards, and this year is no different as it earned Gold.
“It’s still exciting to win. We thank all of our customers who have supported us for 28 years,” says
Leung, who credits the reputation for quality built up by his family over the years for the restaurant’s
enduring popularity.
The restaurant’s namesake, the sweet and spicy ginger beef, may be the most popular item on the
menu, but dumplings, salt and pepper squid and green onion cakes are crowd-pleasers as well.

While the quality food and service will never change, Ginger Beef continues to evolve to give
customers the best possible experience at its restaurants. The open concept of the Ginger Beef Bistro
House locations, for example, allows diners to see into the kitchen to watch how everything is made,
including the new daily dim sum menu at the Country Hills location.
Handmade noodle demonstrations are also coming soon Country Hills location, which will allow people
to watch chefs making their fresh homemade noodles every weekend.
Also, with nine locations scattered across the city, the comprehensive takeout menu makes it easy to
enjoy all of Ginger Beef’s specialties any time. The restaurant makes ordering easy, as well, offering
complete meal deals for two, three, four or six diners, and quick delivery to your door couldn’t be
easier. After all, while enjoying the dining atmosphere in one of the restaurants is appealing, it is not
always an option at the intimate restaurants. On busy nights, more and more customers are looking to
takeout for a popular solution to beat the crowds.
Many other restaurants have tried to imitate Ginger Beef’s signature dish, but no one has ever
duplicated it. For authentic ginger beef and other complementary meat, vegetable, seafood, rice and
noodle dishes, Ginger Beef is the only place in town.
With sit-down, full-service, takeout and food court options, Calgarians have many ways to enjoy the
delicious traditional Chinese dishes of the award-winning Ginger Beef restaurants.
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